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Abstract
Technology projections indicate that wire delays will be-

come one of the biggest constraints in future microproces-
sor designs. To avoid long wire delays and therefore long
cycle times, processor cores must be partitioned into com-
ponents so that most of the communication is done locally.
In this paper, we propose a novel register file organization
for VLIW cores that combines clustering with a hierarchical
register file organization. Functional units are organized in
clusters, each one with a local first level register file. The
local register files are connected to a global second level
register file, which provides access to memory. All inter–
cluster communications are done through the second level
register file. This paper also proposes MIRS HC, a novel
modulo scheduling technique that simultaneously performs
instruction scheduling, cluster selection, inserts communi-
cation operations, performs register allocation and spill in-
sertion for the proposed organization. The results show that
although more cycles are required to execute applications,
the execution time is reduced due to a shorter cycle time. In
addition, the combination of clustering and hierarchy pro-
vides a larger design exploration space that trades-off per-
formance and technology requirements.

1. Introduction
Semiconductor technology is providing high levels of

integration that lead to the proposal and design of wide-
issue processor cores able to potentially exploit high levels
of instruction–level parallelism (ILP). This is the case for
Very-long Instruction Word (VLIW) architectures targeting
loops in numerical and multimedia applications. Design-
ing these VLIW cores using centralized structures makes
them very sensitive to wire delays, power consumption, and
area, thus limiting their scalability. Technology projections
indicate that this difference in scaling will be one of the
main problems in obtaining high IPC figures (number of in-
structions executed per cycle) while allowing for high clock
speeds. For this reason, new organizations for the VLIW
cores will be required. One approach for dealing with wire
delays is to partition the VLIW core in clusters so that most
of the communication is done locally (short wires) and very
few or no global components are used.

The proper scheduling of instructions plays a critical
role in the final performance. In VLIW architectures the
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scheduling of instructions is done at compilation time using
effective techniques to exploit the ILP available in programs
[6, 19, 26]. Loops are the main time consuming part of nu-
merical and multimedia applications and a lot of effort has
been devoted to obtain efficient schedules for them. Soft-
ware pipelining [7, 21] is a loop scheduling technique that
extracts parallelism from loops by overlapping the execu-
tion of operations from various consecutive iterations. The
overlapping is defined by two metrics: the Initiation Interval
(II: number of cycles between the initiation of successive it-
erations) and the Stage Count (SC: number of stages of II
cycles in which the execution of the loop body is divided).
Modulo scheduling [10, 27] is a class of software pipelining
algorithms which has been incorporated in many production
compilers. The main drawback of these aggressive schedul-
ing techniques is their high register requirements when
compared with less aggressive and less effective schedul-
ing techniques. In addition, the use of aggressive processor
configurations tends to increase the number of registers re-
quired by software pipelined loops. For these reasons, many
proposals have focused on minimizing the register require-
ments of modulo scheduling [11, 23, 18]. However, despite
these techniques, many registers will be still required when
targeting aggressive VLIW architectures.

In VLIW processors, the register file (RF) is the main
centralized structure, and can significantly limit the cycle
time in future processors. The organization and manage-
ment of the RF has been a subject of research in the past.
The main idea behind all this research is to trade off aspects
related to storage capacity, area, cycle time and power dis-
sipation of the RF. The monolithic register file organization
traditionally used in the design of microprocessors does not
scale well when the register requirements and the number
of ports required to access it are high. The two main prob-
lems are capacity and number of access ports. Three main
concepts have been used in previous proposals: replication,
clustering and hierarchy. In [28] a taxonomy of register ar-
chitectures is presented and evaluated for media and signal
processors with a large number of arithmetical units.

Replication is used to provide multiple register banks so
as to reduce the number of ports needed by each register
bank. Register banks can be used to replicate the available
registers: fully replicated as in some current out–of–order
microprocessors [20, 35] or partially replicated for VLIW
processors [22]. Clustering is used to distribute the total
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number of registers and functional units in clusters. Data
produced in one cluster and consumed in another cluster
must be communicated through an inter–connection net-
work (point to point communication [13, 14] or through a
bus [5, 12, 15, 16, 34]). Other proposals do not restrict the
connectivity between the register banks and the functional
units: banks are designed with different characteristics or
purposes. For instance, [24] proposed to reduce the num-
ber of registers required in the main register bank by adding
a second port–limited bank (called the sack) with only one
read port and one write port. Each bank tries to capture
values with different locality properties. Several Modulo
Scheduling proposals have focused on clustered architec-
tures [13, 25, 31] and some recent proposals [8, 37] simulta-
neously perform modulo scheduling, clustering and register
spilling in an integrated approach.

In order to exploit the temporal locality of accesses
to registers, a hierarchical organization of the register file
could be used. This organization consists in providing reg-
ister banks connected in a hierarchical way [9, 29, 33, 36]
so that not all banks are used to directly feed the functional
units and/or memory. The level close to the functional units
(i.e. the one requiring more access ports) can be designed
with less capacity and therefore, small access time. The up-
permost level decouples the memory access activity from
the computation in the functional units. It provides access
to memory through the memory ports and to the next level
in the hierarchy through a small number of dedicated ports.
The reduced number of ports allows a design that can of-
fer high capacity. In [36] a modulo scheduling technique
with register allocation and register spilling is proposed for
hierarchical register files.

In this paper we propose and evaluate a novel register
file that combines both clustering and hierarchical organi-
zation. Clustering is used to provide the minimum capacity
to clusters of functional units and a hierarchy is provided
on top to allow access to memory, inter-cluster communica-
tion and high capacity. On the other hand, the hierarchical
register file decouples the computational resources from the
memory access ports. This decoupling involves scalability
issues of the clustered organization in two different ways:
first, it permits a maximum degree of homogenous cluster-
ing (for example, with 8 general purpose functional units
and 4 memory ports, clustering permits —at the most—
4 homogenous clusters while our proposal permits up to
8 clusters); second, because it permits smaller cycle times
(and smaller areas); this compensates the increase in the
number of execution cycles.

The constraints introduced by a technology–conscious
organization of the RF may imply a reduction in the po-
tential ILP that can be exploited therefrom. For example,
a clustered design requires movement operations to move
data from one cluster to another. Adding levels in the hierar-
chy implies longer latencies when loading data from mem-
ory and operations to move data up and down in the hier-
archy. Schedulers must pay attention to these constraints in
addition to the ones usually taken into consideration, such
as high instruction throughput, minimization of the regis-
ter requirements, minimization of register spilling, among

others. However, our proposal provides larger capacity to
absorb memory spill accesses and to reduce memory traffic.
It also provides further opportunities for prefetching, thus
reducing the number of memory stall cycles. The shared
register file is also used to intercommunicate clusters thus
making data movement more flexible. The appropriate de-
sign of each component in the hierarchy results in a design
that provides a good technology/performance trade-off.

In order to handle the complexities and constraints of the
proposed organization, the paper presents a new scheduling
technique: MIRS HC (Modulo scheduling with Integrated
Register Spilling for Hierarchical Clustered VLIW Archi-
tectures). MIRS HC simultaneously performs cluster selec-
tion, instruction scheduling, register allocation in a hierar-
chical organization for the register file and spilling to mem-
ory. The proposal is based on an iterative approach that
allows us to undo previously taken scheduling decisions,
to remove previous spill actions and to remove previously
added cluster/hierarchy movement operations. In this pa-
per we show the efficiency of MIRS HC in scheduling these
complex architectures and therefore, the feasibility of con-
sidering them in the design of future technology–conscious
VLIW core designs. In particular, we will evaluate the
degradation in terms of IPC and how this degradation is off-
set when factoring by the cycle time. The area of the register
file configuration is another aspect considered in the design
exploration space.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
environment in which the work described in this paper has
been carried out. Section 3 presents already proposed regis-
ter file organizations for VLIW architectures and motivates
the proposal of a novel register file organization in Section
4. Section 5 presents the MIRS HC scheduling algorithm,
paying attention to its iterative nature and ability to back-
track previously scheduling decisions. This is very impor-
tant to handle the constraints imposed by the technology–
aware register file configuration proposed in this paper. Sec-
tion 6 presents performance results and compares with other
monolithic and clustered register file organizations. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper and outlines some future re-
search directions.

2. Environment
The proposal presented in this paper is evaluated using

the framework described in this section. The evaluation
framework is composed of a set of loops, a baseline proces-
sor configuration and some performance metrics and mod-
els to estimate cycle time and area.

2.1. Benchmark and Compilation Environment
The workbench used in this paper is composed of all the

loops from the Perfect Club benchmark [3] that are suitable
for being software pipelined. Although the Perfect Club
may be considered obsolete for the purpose of evaluating
supercomputer performance, the structure and computation
performed in the loops are still representative of current nu-
merical codes.

All the innermost loops that do not have either subrou-
tine calls or conditional exits are selected. Loops with con-
ditional statements are previously IF-converted [1] so that
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Figure 1. IPC achieved as a function of the number of
resources x+y in the architecture (x functional units and y
memory ports).

they behave as a single basic block loop. A total of 1258
loops, that represent about 80% of the total execution time
of the benchmark, compose our workbench.

The scheduler front-end is based on the ICTINEO com-
piler [2], which applies a set of basic loop transformations.
Advanced transformations (such as unroll-and-jam, tiling,
etc) and refined techniques to analyze dependencies may
lead to innermost loops with higher degrees of instruction–
level parallelism are not available in ICTINEO. However,
we believe that the conclusions drawn from this paper are
still valid due to our proposal benefits from high regis-
ter requirements. The front-end generates the dependence
graphs that feed the scheduler. The back–end instruments
the original source code with the information generated by
the scheduler so that its execution can be simulated with a
memory hierarchy simulator.

2.2. Baseline Processor Configuration
Our framework considers an aggressive VLIW processor

configuration composed of 8 general-purpose floating-point
units and 4 memory ports (i.e. load/store units). The laten-
cies of the operations performed in the functional units are:
4 cycles for addition and multiplication, 17 cycles for divi-
sion and 30 cycles for square root. All operations are fully
pipelined except for division and square root. Hit latency
for memory read (write) operations is 2 (1) cycles. Miss
latency is considered to be 10 ηs; this latency is translated
to cycles taking into account the cycle time of the processor
configuration. The baseline configuration assumes a mono-
lithic RF with 128 registers.

This configuration is aggressive enough to raise the scal-
ability issues that will appear in future VLIW core designs
and still provides good efficiency, as shown in Figure 1. No-
tice that this configuration (point labelled 8+4 in the hori-
zontal axis) is able to exploit an IPC of 6.2, thus providing
an efficiency higher than 0.5.

2.3. Comparison Metrics
For the purposes of comparing alternative RF organiza-

tions, this paper uses a set of metrics to estimate processor
performance and area of the RF.

Performance metrics are based on the II (initiation in-
terval) and SC (stage count) of the schedule generated by
the loop scheduler and the number of StallCycles derived
from a detailed memory simulation for the whole program.

The simplest metric, ΣII , measures the sum of the individ-
ual II for the loops that compose the workbench. This met-
ric reflects the ability of the scheduler to achieve high in-
struction execution throughput. When we need to compare
the performance of different configurations, we estimate the
execution cycles as II×(N +(SC−1)×E)+StallCycles,
N being the total number of iterations and E the number
of times the loop is started up. Another interesting perfor-
mance metric is the memory pressure during the program
execution. This figure is increased due to the spill code in-
serted by the compiler when the register requirements are
higher than the number of registers available in the proces-
sor. Avoiding spill code benefits the processor in several
aspects, for example: L1–cache is not polluted, the code
size is decreased, less pressure in the memory ports could
lead us to design a cheaper memory system, the power con-
sumption is also decreased, etc. Minimizing this metric is
therefore another issue to consider in order to avoid the neg-
ative effects of this additional memory traffic. We estimate
the memory traffic as N × trf , trf being the total number of
memory accesses in the loop.

In order to estimate access time and area for different
register file configurations, we use the CACTI model de-
scribed in [32] adapted to RFs. The tag checking logic and
the TLB table were eliminated but the rest of the model is
enabled. The access time and area depend on the number
of registers, the number of access ports and the minimum
drawn gate length. Each register file evaluated has its own
number of registers and ports, but in a whole cases a mini-
mum drawn gate length of 0.10µm is applied. The latencies
of computational operations and memory access are scaled
according to the access time of each register file evaluated.
This scaling is made taking in account the minimal logic
depth to access the RF in one cycle.

3. The Organization of the RF
In this section we discuss some of the issues, in terms of

performance and technology effects, related with the orga-
nization of the RF in a non-monolithic way. The discussion
targets the proposal of a novel organization based on the
appropriate combination and management of clustered and
hierarchical organizations.

The notation used to refer to the organization of the RF
is xCy-Sz, x being the number of clusters, y the number of
registers in each cluster and z the number of registers in the
shared bank. In the case of a monolithic RF, all the regis-
ters reside in the so called shared bank and all the functional
units and memory ports have access to it. In the case of a
clustered organization, functional units and memory ports
are evenly distributed among the x clusters and there is no
shared bank. In the case of a hierarchical design, the shared
bank is located in the second level of the hierarchy and pro-
vides access to memory. Functional units have only access
to the first level bank in the register file hierarchy. Figure 2
shows three possible configurations for the register file and
the notation used for them.

In a clustered organization (Figure 2.b), communication
between clusters is done using a number of ports (lp input
and sp output per bank) and buses (nb). Communication is
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Figure 2. Register file alternatives for VLIW processor: a) Centralized, b) Clustered and c) Hierarchical organization.

done executing Move operations, whose execution takes a
specific number of cycles. In a hierarchical organization
(Figure 2.c), the shared register bank serves the purpose
of holding spilled values from the small register bank and
provides high capacity to enable the application of aggres-
sive prefetching strategies. The movement of data between
the two banks is done through the execution of StoreR and
LoadR operations. To that end, lp input and sp output ports
between both banks are provided. The latency of one of
these LoadR or StoreR is determined by the number of cy-
cles needed to access the second-level register bank. In fact,
the hierarchical organization can be seen as a heterogeneous
clustering in which one cluster contains all functional units
and the other all memory ports.

The complexity of the RF organization introduces addi-
tional constraints in the instruction scheduling process and
requires the execution of instructions to move values when-
ever necessary. As a consequence, a degradation of the IPC
achieved from the loops is expected; however, this degra-
dation can be offset by a reduction in the cycle time of the
processor. In any case, it is crucial to have high quality
schedulers that take into consideration these constraints and
produce schedules with low degradation in terms of IPC. In
order to illustrate this, Table 1 shows how the number of cy-
cles required to execute our workbench is increased (for a
set of register file organizations that offer the same amount
of registers, e.g. 1281). As shown in the last row, the num-
ber of cycles required by 4C32 and 1C64S64 is 1.25 and
1.06 times the number of cycles required by the monolithic
S128 configuration, respectively. The table also shows the
breakdown of these execution cycles in loops that are com-
pute, memory, communication or recurrence bound (i.e. if
the II of the loop is limited by the computational resources,
memory ports, communication resources or by recurrences
in the dependence graph, respectively). Notice that chang-
ing the monolithic RF with a clustered RF mainly affects
compute bound loops, which are converted into communi-
cation bound. Whereas in the hierarchical register config-
uration the increase of the number of cycles is due to an
increase of the memory latency which directly affects re-
currence bounded loops.

The organization of the RF in a clustered or hierarchical
way has a clear influence on the access time and area. For

1These equally-sized configurations are used to motivate this point. In
Section 6 we will use a broad range of configurations derived from a set of
design issues.

example, Table 2 shows these two metrics for the same or-
ganizations in Table 1. Each metric is shown for the shared
and distributed banks of the RF organization as well as the
total. Access time is given in nanoseconds and area is given
in millions of λ2.

In a monolithic organization, the RF is the main central-
ized structure, so it can be assumed that the cycle time is de-
termined by the access time to the RF. The latency in cycles
for the rest of components in the processor core and mem-
ory hierarchy is scaled up/down according to the cycle time
defined by the RF. Having this is mind, the main drawbacks
of the monolithic organization is its large capacity and high
number of ports. For example, configuration S128 has 20
read ports (2 for each functional unit and 1 for each mem-
ory port) and 12 write ports (one for each functional unit
and 1 for each memory port). However, in a clustered orga-
nization, we will assume that the cycle time is determined
by the access time to the distributed banks, which is notice-
ably lower due to the reduced number of ports and capacity.
In a hierarchical organization, we will assume that the cycle
time is also constrained by the access time to the first level
bank. If the access time of the shared (second level) bank is
higher, then the execution of LoadR and StoreR operations
will take several cycles.

Notice that although all of them have the same storage
capacity, the organization clearly affects the cycle time and
area. For example, the cycle time of a hierarchical 1C64S64
configuration is 0.86 times the cycle time of the monolithic
S128 counterpart. The cycle time of a clustered organiza-
tion 4C32 is 0.41 times the cycle time of the monolithic
S128 counterpart. The area of the 1C64S64 configuration is
reduced by a factor of 1.13 and the area of 4C32 is reduced
by a factor of 3.48.

In conclusion, a hierarchical organization may produce

RF ⇒ S128 4C32 1C64S64
Loop % of Exe C. % of Exe C. % of Exe C.
bounded Loop (×109) Loop (×109) Loop (×109)

F.U. 20.0 5.148 17.6 4.249 19.2 4.914
MemPort 50.9 2.305 50.3 1.960 50.1 2.235
Rec. 29.1 3.607 29.2 5.888 29.9 4.577
Com. 0.0 0.000 2.9 1.709 0.8 0.001

Total 100 11.06 100 13.81 100 11.73

Table 1. IPC degradation and classification of the loops
when scheduled for a set of RF configurations with 128 reg-
isters.
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Access Time (ηs) Area (106 × λ2)
Config. C S total C S total

S128 – 1.145 1.145 – 14.91 14.91

4C32 0.475 – 0.475 1.07 – 4.29

1C64S64 0.979 0.610 0.979 10.79 2.47 13.26

Table 2. Access time and area for a set of RF configu-
rations with 128 registers (lp=sp=1). Columns labelled C
refer to the value of the metric for each distributed bank and
columns labelled S to the shared bank.

RF configurations with less benefits in terms of area and
cycle time reduction compared to a clustered organization.
However, the hierarchical organization imposes less con-
straints to the scheduler producing schedules that execute
the loops in less cycles. In the next section we will propose
a novel organization that combines hierarchy and clustering
with aim of producing configurations that better trade-off
technology (area) and performance (execution time). In ad-
dition, the decoupling of the computational resources from
the memory access ports allows the application of higher
degrees of clustering (e.g. 8 in our processor configuration
with 8 functional units and 4 memory ports).

4. Clustered Hierarchical RF Organization
This paper proposes a two–level hierarchical clustered

RF organization. In this organization, the hierarchical de-
sign described in the previous section is clustered, so that
functional units are split in groups, each group with access
to a small register bank. All clusters share the access to the
shared register bank through lp input and sp output ports.
Figure 3 shows the proposed organization. The shared reg-
ister bank serves the purposes of: decoupling memory ac-
cesses from computational operations, inter-cluster com-
munication, holding spilled values from the small register
banks in each cluster and enabling the application of aggres-
sive prefetching strategies. In order to communicate a value,
one cluster will need to store it in the shared bank (with the
execution of a StoreR operation) and the other cluster will
need to bring it to its register bank (with the execution of a
LoadR operation).

For this organization there are four parameters that de-
fine the configuration (without varying other parameters
such as the number of functional units and memory ports).
These parameters are: a) number of clusters (x), b) number
of registers in each cluster bank (y), c) number of read and
write ports between each distributed bank and the shared
bank (lp and sp, respectively) and d) number of registers
in the shared bank (z), following the notation described in
Section 3 (xCy-Sz). From now on, we will only consider
configurations that have a power–of–two number of regis-
ters in each bank. We consider configurations that cluster
the total number of functional units in 1, 2, 4 and 8 clusters.

The size of the distributed banks should be sufficiently
large to ensure that the scheduler is able to converge to a
valid solution for all the loops in the workbench. If the num-
ber of registers is too small, it may not be possible to find a
schedule (using modulo scheduling) that fits on this number
of registers for some of the loops. The minimum number

L1 cache

C16 C16 C16 C16

S64

4C16S64

Figure 3. Hierarchical clustered RF organization.

that meets this condition is 32 registers per distributed bank
for 1 and 2 clusters and 16 registers per distributed bank for
4 and 8 clusters.

In order to determine the number of read and write ports
between the two levels of the hierarchy, we have assumed
an unbounded number of ports between the two levels and
an unbounded number of registers in the shared bank. With
this assumption, we evaluate the cumulative distribution of
loops that require, on average, a specific number of LoadR
ports (lp) and StoreR ports (sp) per distributed bank. For ex-
ample, Figure 4 plots the results of this evaluation for con-
figurations whose distributed banks have the sizes specified
in the previous paragraph. In particular, for a configuration
with 4 clusters, 87.2% of the loops require lp=1 and 97.3%
of the loops require sp=1. Increasing the number of LoadR
ports to lp=2 increases the percentage of loops to 99.3%.
Assuming that, as a design decision, we force this percent-
age to be bigger than 95%, we end up with configurations
that use lp=4 and sp=2 for 1 cluster, lp=3 and sp=1 for 2,
lp=2 and sp=1 for 4 clusters and lp=sp=1 for 8 clusters.

Finally, the size of the shared bank is selected as the
minimal capacity that produces a negligible increase in the
memory traffic. This means that the spill code between the
shared bank and memory system is practically eliminated.

With all these parameters, the area and access time of
the RF configuration can be computed. For the area, we
will assume that it is the sum of the areas of all (distributed
and shared) banks. For the access time, we usually assume
that it is defined by the access time to the distributed banks.
If the access time to the shared bank is larger, then we will
consider that the latency of LoadR and StoreR operations
takes several cycles.

5. The MIRS HC Scheduler
In this section we describe the Modulo scheduling

with Integrated Register Spilling for Hierarchical Clustered
VLIW cores (MIRS HC). The proposal is based on the
scheduler described in [38] and [37] for monolithic and
clustered RFs, respectively. In this paper we will describe
the main differences with respect to the two previous imple-
mentations and focus on the specific issues that are relevant
to handle the constraints imposed by complex hierarchical
register files2.

2The paper is not self-contained in this respect. We decided to avoid
repetitions and refer the reader to the other two references [37, 38].
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Figure 4. (a) Input and (b) output ports in hierarchical
clustered RF organization.

MIRS HC is responsible for instruction scheduling and
cluster selection, explicit movement of data between regis-
ter banks (either at the same or different level in the hier-
archical organization) and register spilling to memory. In-
struction scheduling is based on HRMS (Hypernode Reduc-
tion Modulo Scheduling [23]), a register-sensitive scheduler
whose main purpose is to produce highly efficient schedules
while minimizing register requirements. Cluster selection
is done trying to minimize communication between clusters
and balance resource usage in clusters. The explicit move-
ment of values between clusters and up and down in the hi-
erarchy is done through the insertion of StoreR and LoadR
operations in the dependence graph. Spilling registers from
the distributed banks to the shared bank and from the shared
bank to memory is necessary to find schedules that do not
use more registers than those available at each level. The
iterative nature and backtracking capabilities of MIRS HC
allows us to incrementally build schedules in which all the
above mentioned tightly-related aspects are considered in a
unified way.

Backtracking is part of the iterative implementation. It
allows us to undo already taken decisions (i.e. eject nodes
from the partial schedule and try new alternative alloca-
tions). Ejection implies descheduling of operations and re-
moval of any spill or inter-cluster movement operations al-
ready inserted in the graph. In order to control the whole
iterative process, MIRS HC limits the total number of at-
tempts that it can perform with a specific value of the II.
This Budget is initially set to the product of the number of
nodes in the dependence graph by what is called the Bud-
get Ratio. Budget Ratio is the number of attempts that, on
the average, the iterative algorithm is allowed to perform per
node in the graph. Once a node is scheduled, the Budget is
decreased by one. During the iterative algorithm, every time
a new node is inserted in the graph (due to register spilling
to memory or cluster movement operations), the Budget is
increased by Budget Ratio. When the Budget is exhausted,
the currently obtained partial schedule is discarded, the II is
incremented by 1, and the scheduling process is re-started
with the original graph.

5.1. Algorithm
Figure 5.a summarizes the main steps of the iterative

MIRS HC algorithm. The algorithm starts with the insertion
of any LoadR and StoreR operations needed to load/store
values from/to memory. For example, a new LoadR opera-

MIRS_HC(G) {
G = G + LdRs + StRs;
II = MII, S.empty();
Priority_List = Order_HRMS(G);

1: Budget = Budget_Radio * Number_Nodes(G);
WHILE (!Priority_List.empty()) {

u = Priority_List.highest_priority();
i = Select_Cluster(G, S, u);
WHILE (Need_Communication(G, S, u, i)) {

New_Node = Add_LdR_StR(G, u, i);
Schedule(G, S, New_Node, i);

}
Schedule(G, S, u, i);
IF (Priority_List.empty())

Register_Allocation(G, S);
Check_&_Insert_Spill(G, S, Priority_List);
IF (Budget == 0) {

Re_Initialize(G, S);
II++;
Goto 1;

}
Budget -- ;

}
Generate_code(II, S);

}

(a)

Schedule(graph G, schedule S, node v, cluster i) {
Early_Start(G, S, v);
Late_Start(G, S, v);
Direction(G, S, v);
IF (Find_Free_Slot(S, v))

S = Schedule_in_Cluster(i, v);
ELSE S = Force_and_Eject(i, v);

}

(b)

Figure 5. Skeleton of MIRS HC: (a) iterative process with
backtracking and (b) main steps performed to schedule one
operation on a cluster.

tion is inserted in G after any load bringing data to a register
for later use in a functional unit. After that the algorithm
computes the initial values for II and initializes the schedul-
ing table S.

Before starting the iterative process, MIRS HC first pre-
orders the nodes in G in what we call the Priority List.
In order to assign priorities to nodes, we use the node or-
dering strategy defined by the HRMS algorithm [23]. The
next step is setting the Budget. After that, the actual iter-
ative scheduling process constructs a partial schedule S by
scheduling nodes (once at a time) following the order in the
Priority List.

After picking-up a node u (that one with the highest pri-
ority in the Priority List), the algorithm first decides the
most appropriate cluster to schedule it applying the Se-
lect Cluster heuristic [37]. To do so, the heuristic takes into
consideration the availability of empty slots to schedule op-
eration u in the current partial schedule for each cluster, the
minimization of the number of new LoadR and StoreR op-
erations that should be required to access the variables pro-
duced/consumed by already scheduled operations in other
clusters and also the availability of registers. Thus, the algo-
rithm tries to balance the use of resources (functional units
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and registers) in clusters.

Once a cluster is selected to host operation u, the neces-
sary LoadR and StoreR operations are added to the graph.
These operations are needed whenever node u requires a
value produced by an operation scheduled in a different
cluster or it produces a value which is later consumed by
an operation scheduled in a different cluster. If node u has
more than one successor scheduled in a different cluster,
only one StoreR operation is inserted. In order to minimize
register requirements, the algorithm first schedules the new
LoadR and StoreR operations and then the original u opera-
tion.

As shown in Figure 5.b, scheduling a node means find-
ing a free slot in the current partial schedule. If such a slot
is not found, the algorithm forces one and ejects all those
already scheduled nodes that cause resource conflicts with
the forced node. The algorithm also ejects all previously
scheduled predecessors and successors whose dependence
constraints are violated due to the forced placement. When-
ever the algorithm decides to eject an operation, the opera-
tion is put back in the Priority List with its original priority.
All the associated useless LoadR and StoreR nodes inserted
to carry out any inter-cluster movement are removed from
the partial schedule and from the dependence graph. When
that operation is picked-up again for scheduling, the algo-
rithm re-applies the cluster selection policy and may insert
the necessary movement operations.

Once the schedule for node u is done the algorithm
checks the necessity of inserting spill code to ensure that
the schedule does not use more registers than those avail-
able. This heuristic first compares the actual number of reg-
isters used in each bank i in the current partial schedule S
(RRi) and the total number of registers available (ARi).
Second, the heuristic checks whenever the actual number
of registers used in the shared register bank (RR) and the
number of registers available (AR). With this informa-
tion, it decides whether to insert spill code between the dis-
tributed and shared banks and/or between the shared bank
and memory, or simply proceed with the next node in the
Priority List. For additional details about spilling lifetimes
or the different choices and gauges that can be used for that
purpose, the reader is referred to [38].

Loop invariants are also candidate nodes to spill. They
consume a single register during the whole lifetime of the
loop in a non-clustered architecture and may consume sev-
eral registers in a clustered one. If the invariant has several
consumer operations scheduled in different clusters, the al-

*% * *Sch. % Sch.
Config. MII ΣII time lp–sp MII ΣII time

S∞ 99.5 5261 27.9 — 99.5 5261 27.9
1C∞S∞ 99.5 5555 30.7 4–2 99.4 5560 35.8

2C∞ 98.7 5274 35.8 1–1 97.8 5283 42.5
2C∞S∞ 98.6 5565 37.1 3–1 95.4 5623 70.9

4C∞ 96 2 5324 87.4 1–1 92.4 5393 142.2
4C∞S∞ 96.5 5604 187.4 2–1 96.3 5616 210.6

8C∞S∞ 91.7 5748 256.2 1–1 90.7 5764 284.7

Table 3. Static evaluation assuming an unlimited num-
ber of registers (∞). Unlimited communication bandwidth
(columns beginning with “*”) and limited communication
bandwidth. Ideal memory scenery.

Number [36] MIRS HC
[36] vs. MIRS HC of loops ΣII ΣII

[36] better than MIRS HC 15 300 319
[36] equal as MIRS HC 1105 4302 4302
[36] worse than MIRS HC 138 1736 1475
Total 1258 6338 6096

Table 4. Comparison between the scheduler described in
[36] and MIRS HC for a hierarchical non-clustered RF.

gorithm initially assigns one register in each cluster where
the invariant is used; if the algorithm decides to spill the
register from a cluster, then the invariant consumes one reg-
ister in the shared RF and the appropriate LoadR operations
are inserted to bring it whenever necessary to the local RF.

After applying spill and inserting new nodes in the de-
pendence graph, the algorithm checks the Budget still avail-
able and decides to continue the process or re-start it with
an increased value for II. The scheduling process finishes
when the algorithm detects that the Priority List is empty.
At this point, the actual VLIW code is generated.

5.2. Scheduler Behavior
First of all we analyze the behavior of the scheduler in

front of the complexity of the target architecture. For this
analysis, we first consider register banks with an unbounded
number of registers (indicate by ∞ in the configuration
name) and unbounded bandwidth between banks. Table 3
shows the percentage of loops that achieve the minimum
initiation interval (MII), the accumulated II for all the loops
and the time required (in seconds) by the scheduler to find
the schedules. Notice that, in general, both ΣII and the
scheduling time (sch. time) increase as the complexity of
the RF organization increases.

Adding more constraints to the architecture puts addi-
tional difficulties to the scheduler in finding efficient sched-
ules and increases the time to find them. To further illus-
trate that, Table 3 also shows the effect on these two aspects
when we also limit the bandwidth between register banks
(the number of ports is taken from Section 4). From the re-
sults in Tables 3 we can conclude that degradation in terms
of IPC is close to 10% and that the increase in scheduling
time may reach one order of magnitude.

To conclude this section, we compare the quality of the
schedules generated by MIRS HC with the schedules gener-
ated with a non-iterative scheduler for the hierarchical non-
clustered RF configuration proposed in [36]. Table 4 shows
the number of loops for which MIRS HC achieves better,
equal or worse schedules (in terms of II) than [36]. For all
the loops in each category, the table shows the ΣII achieved
by each scheduler.

Notice that when [36] achieves better schedules, the av-
erage difference in terms of II is 1.25. However, when
MIRS HC achieves better schedules, the average difference
is 1.9. In total, MIRS HC reduces the ΣII in 242. Thus
the conclusion is that, in addition to being slightly better,
MIRS HC is able to handle clustered organizations.

6. Performance Evaluation
In this section we present an evaluation of the proposed

register file configuration using the MIRS HC scheduling
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Number Access T (ηs) Area (106 × λ2) Lgc Depth Clk Cycle Mem/FU
Config. lp–sp C S C S total (FO4) (ηs) Latencies

S128 — — 1.145 — 14.91 14.91 31 1.181 2 / 4
S64 — — 1.021 — 12.20 12.20 27 1.037 3 / 4
S32 — — 0.685 — 7.50 7.50 18 0.713 3 / 4
1C64S32 3–2 0.943 0.485 10.07 1.31 11.37 25 0.965 3 / 4
1C32S64 4–2 0.666 0.493 6.61 1.50 8.12 17 0.677 3 / 4

2C64 1–1 0.686 — 3.99 — 7.98 18 0.713 3 / 4
2C32 1–1 0.532 — 2.44 — 4.88 13 0.533 4 / 6
2C64S32 2–1 0.626 0.493 2.81 1.50 7.12 16 0.641 3 / 5
2C32S32 3–1 0.515 0.510 1.95 1.94 5.83 13 0.533 4 / 6

4C64 1–1 0.531 — 1.30 — 5.21 13 0.533 4 / 6
4C32 1–1 0.475 — 1.07 — 4.29 12 0.497 4 / 6
4C32S16 1–1 0.442 0.456 0.70 1.57 4.38 11 0.461 4 / 7
4C16S16 2–1 0.393 0.483 0.52 2.42 4.49 10 0.425 4 / 7

8C32S16 1–1 0.400 0.532 0.30 3.45 5.84 10 0.425 4 / 7
8C16S16 1–1 0.360 0.532 0.17 3.45 4.82 9 0.389 5 / 8

Table 5. Hardware evaluation for several RF configurations.

algorithm. The set of configurations evaluated are derived
from the design issues in Section 4. In order to make the
evaluation more extensive, we also include configurations
that double the number of registers in the distributed banks.
The configurations are shown in the first two columns of
Table 5.

Configurations are grouped in four sets, each one corre-
sponds to a different clustering degree. The first set contains
three monolithic and two hierarchical non-clustered config-
urations. The second and third set contain configurations
with 2 and 4 clusters. Since the number of memory ports is
4, the non-hierarchical clustered organization can only ac-
cept configurations up to 4 clusters (we do not consider the
possibility of having clusters without access to memory). In
the hierarchical organization it is possible to have a config-
uration with 8 clusters because only the functional units are
distributed among clusters. This corresponds to the config-
urations in the last set.

Access time and area for each RF are shown in next five
columns in the same Table using the CACTI model [32]
which has been adapted to RF. The access time is used to
determine the logic depth (8th column) that would be nec-
essary to access to it in a single clock cycle. From the logic
depth we derive [17] the clock cycle (9th column) and the
latencies of the functional units and memory (10th column).

In the clustered configurations, the latency of inter–
cluster move operations is assumed to be 1 cycle. In the hi-
erarchical configurations, the latency of LoadR and StoreR
operations is determined by the access time to the shared
register bank. The latency is 1 cycle for all configurations
except for the last 3 configurations (4C16S16, 8C32S16 and
8C16S16) where a latency of 2 cycles is needed.

Regarding the memory hierarchy, two different scenarios
are considered: ideal memory (i.e. memory accesses always
hit in the first level of cache) and real memory. In the second
scenario, the scheduler applies binding prefetching to hide
the negative effect of execution stalls due to cache misses.

6.1. Ideal Memory System
Table 6 shows the number of execution cycles, memory

traffic and execution time (all relative to a monolithic con-
figuration with 64 registers) for the set of clustered and hi-

erarchical RF configurations in Table 5. In general, adding
more complexity to the register file produces schedules that
take more cycles to execute. However, this lower cycle time
usually offsets this increase in the number of cycles and re-
duces the execution time.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results
in Table 6:

• Among the monolithic configurations, S64 is able to
better trade–off the number of execution cycles and
the cycle time of the processor. However, this con-
figuration is not able to reduce the memory traffic to
the minimum value because of the spill code inserted
by the scheduler. A monolithic configuration with 128
registers (S128) is required to eliminate this additional
memory traffic.

• Configurations that use a hierarchical RF organization
(1C64S32 and 1C32S64) achieve the minimum mem-
ory traffic of the monolithic S128 with 0.76 and 0.54
times its area, respectively. In addition, the speedup of
this last configuration (1C32S64) is 1.27 of the mono-
lithic S64.

• All configurations that make use of clustering (2Cy and
4Cy) reduce the execution time and area, but in general
they are not able to reduce memory traffic to the min-
imum value. The best clustered (but non-hierarchical)
configuration (4C32) executes 1.76 times faster than
S64 and reduces the area by a factor of 3.47.

• For these degrees of clustering (2 and 4), organizing
the RF in a hierarchical way always produces config-
urations that reduce the execution time and memory
traffic with similar figures of area with respect to the
non-hierarchical counterpart. In any case, all the con-
figurations occupy less area than the base monolithic
configuration S64.

• The two configurations 8C32S16 and 8C16S16 be-
have in a similar way and result in the best execu-
tion time. They execute 1.19 times faster than the best
non-hierarchical configuration (4C32) and 1.96 times
faster than the baseline monolithic configuration S64.
In terms of area, they reduces the area of the mono-
lithic design by factors between 3.1 and 2.55, which
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Number Exe C Mem Trf Exe T Speedup
Config. lp–sp (×109) (×109) (relat.) (relat.)

S128 — 11.06 17.54 1.085 0.921
S64 — 11.61 25.77 1.000 1.000
S32 — 17.72 33.27 1.049 0.953
1C64S32 3–2 12.05 17.54 0.966 1.035
1C32S64 4–2 14.05 17.54 0.790 1.266

2C64 1–1 11.60 18.30 0.687 1.456
2C32 1–1 16.01 28.89 0.709 1.410
2C64S32 2–1 12.87 17.54 0.685 1.460
2C32S32 3–1 14.75 17.54 0.653 1.531

4C64 1–1 13.74 17.54 0.608 1.645
4C32 1–1 13.77 21.45 0.568 1.761
4C32S16 1–1 14.76 17.54 0.565 1.770
4C16S16 2–1 16.91 17.54 0.597 1.675

8C32S16 1–1 14.60 17.54 0.515 1.942
8C16S16 1–1 15.84 17.54 0.511 1.957

Table 6. Performance evaluation (ideal memory scenario).

are slight worse than the reduction achieved by the
non-hierarchical organization.

6.2. Real Memory System
Finally we analyze the performance of the proposed RF

configuration in a real memory environment. The memory
is assumed to be multi-ported (with k × y = 4 ports), with
a cache memory of 32 Kb and 32 byte line size. The cache
memory is lockup-free and allows up to 8 pending mem-
ory accesses. Hit latencies for read accesses are taken from
Table 5 to each processor configuration. Miss latency is
considered to be 10 ηs; this latency is translated to cycles
taking into consideration the cycle time for each processor
configuration.

The evaluation breaks down the total number of cycles
and execution time into two components: useful (i.e. when
the processor is doing useful work) and stall (i.e. when the
processor is blocked waiting for a cache miss to complete
the access). All performance figures in this section are rela-
tive to the number of useful cycles of configuration S64.

MIRS HC applies binding prefetching [4] when schedul-
ing memory load operations. Binding prefetching sched-
ules load instructions assuming cache miss latency. Binding
prefetching does not increase memory traffic but increases
the register pressure. This extra register pressure is sup-
ported by the shared bank in a hierarchical organization and
not by the banks that feed the functional units. In fact, in
this paper we use a selective binding prefetching approach
[30], that assumes that those load operations included in re-
currences as well as spill load operations are scheduled as-
suming hit latency. All other load operations are scheduled
assuming miss latency. Those loops which execute a small
number of iterations are also scheduled assuming hit latency
for all their memory load operations (in order to avoid long
prologues and epilogues in the software pipelined code).

Figure 6 shows the behavior for some processor core
configurations shown in Table 6: monolithic S32, clus-
tered 2C64 and 4C64, and hierarchical clustered 1C32S64,
2C32S32, 4C32S16 and 8C16S16. The bars on the left
shows the total number of execution cycles and the bars
on the right the execution time. Notice that the centralized
organization results in the lowest number of execution cy-
cles and that other organizations do not improve the metric.

However, when the number of cycles is multiplied by the
cycle time of the configuration, then the picture changes.

Although configuration 4C32 is able to achieve a speed-
up of 1.39 with respect to the monolithic S64, the best hier-
archical clustered organization achieves a speed-up of 1.46.
In fact, all hierarchical clustered organizations improve the
performance of the monolithic S64.

When comparing the two configurations that have the
same degree of clustering (4C32 and 4C32S16) we observe
that the hierarchical organization better tolerates the laten-
cies of memory (reduces the total number of stall cycles).

7. Conclusions
Wire delays will become a significant constraint that can

limit the cycle time in future microprocessors. In this paper
we have proposed a novel RF organization for VLIW cores
that avoids long wire delays by partitioning the processor
core into components so that most of the communication is
done locally. The proposed organization combines the low
cycle time of clustered architectures with the high capacity
and the benefits of centralized memory accesses of a multi-
level RF organization.

Extracting enough ILP from such a complex organiza-
tion is a difficult task without the appropriate compiler sup-
port. This paper also proposes the MIRS HC algorithm, a
novel modulo scheduling technique for clustered hierarchi-
cal VLIW processors. The proposed scheduler, simulta-
neously performs instruction scheduling, cluster selection,
insertion of communication operations, register allocation
and insertion of spill code for the proposed organization.
MIRS HC has been compared with a previous proposal for
multilevel (non-clustered) RFs [36]. The results show that,
although MIRS HC has been designed with clustering in
mind, it slightly outperforms the previous approach for uni-
fied multilevel RFs.

Using MIRS HC, a broad range of VLIW cores com-
prising monolithic, hierarchical, clustered and hierarchical-
clustered RFs have been evaluated. The evaluation has been
performed with different configurations varying the number
of clusters (for the clustered organizations) and the num-
ber of registers in the RFs. The evaluations show that if
enough registers are provided, the monolithic organizations

Cycles Time
0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Relative metrics

S64 Stall
S64 Useful

2C64 Stall
2C64 Useful
4C32 Stall
4C32 Useful

1C32S64 Stall
1C32S64 Useful
2C32S32 Stall
2C32S32 Useful
4C32S16 Stall
4C32S16 Useful
8C16S16 Stall
8C16S16 Useful

Figure 6. Evaluation of some RF configurations with real
memory and binding prefetching.
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provide the highest ILP, while hierarchical, clustered and
hierarchical-clustered are hampered by the extra communi-
cation operations. However, when cycle time is taken into
account, the clustered and hierarchical-clustered organiza-
tions outperform the other ones. In addition the proposed
hierarchical-clustered organization outperforms the tradi-
tional clustered organization because: it provides more flex-
ibility to the scheduler to perform inter-cluster movement;
and it allows higher degrees of clustering because of the
memory access decoupling introduced by the organization.
This decoupling permits the design of very small (and there-
fore fast) first level RFs, without being handicapped by a
lack of registers (provided by the second level). In addition,
the hierarchical organization increases the effectiveness of
aggressive memory prefetching techniques.
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